
 

 

TodayXXTomorrow 

Do you want to be an expert on this amazing new world?  Of course 

you do!  Read on to find out more about this amazing planet. 

Appearance and terrain 

This fascinating planet, is 2000 light years away and orbits a 

supernova.  This planet is a dwarf planet which means it is minute.  

Also, this planet is in the goldilocks zone which means there is a very 

high of having life on it.  It also means that the planet is not too hot 

and not too cold (like Earth).  Because TodayXXtommorow is the 

goldilocks zone it means that it has a very good chance of containing 

liquid water which means of their being life.  This would mean that 

we aren’t the only life in this universe.  From the outside, 

TodayXXTommorow looks like Earth because it has a lot of grass and 

water.  However, the planet is engulfed in a dark blue     sphere 

which is supposed to keep out debris.  (It can’t stop meteors.)This 

planet doesn’t have rings but thousands of meteors orbit this planet-

one hit Dusty divot.  The shield which the meteor went through has 

now been repaired. 

 

 



 

 

Climate and atmosphere 

The gravity is similar to Earth even though it is 2000 light years away. 

(It would take ages to get there even with high tech rockets.)  The 

planet only has one moon but millions of meteors orbit this planet-

one has recently hit dusty depo.  On the west side of the planet it is 

really hot and temperatures can reach up to 40 degrees Celsius.  

However in the biggest City Tilted towers located in the centre of the 

planet temperatures can drop as low as – 5 degrees Celsius but 

usually it is about 7 degrees Celsius.   

Life on planet   

Scientists are 100% sure there is life on this planet which means we 

are not the only life in the universe.  The citizens of Hunted hills are 

zombies called Husks.  Every 12 years a mine worker from shifty 

shafts go’s and lets them out...  So the Tilted towers police have to 

put them back in. (The police are still looking for the mine worker as 

we speak.)  If the mine worker gets curt he will go to prison located 

In Moisty mire.  The people that live in Tomato town have tomatoes 

as heads and they only eat tomatoes. 

Did you know? 

 The planet was discovered by Professor Dave in 1942. 

 There are about 100 city’s 

 There are about 2000 spices on this planet.  
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